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NTU-Multilingual Corpus (NTUMC)
Parallel Corpus of English + Asian Languages (CMN, JPN, IND)
(Multi-genre, Multilingual, +Italian, +The Spider’s Thread, etc.)

Full Suite of Annotation Tools (OMWEdit, IMI)
(Revamped, and now taking the first steps into Sentiment Analysis)

Public Corpus Browser

(http://compling.hss.ntu.edu.sg/ntumc/cgi-bin/showcorpus.cgi)

(Asynchronous)

Gold: Tokenisation; POS tagging; MWE; Sense annotation; crosslingual sense alignments; sense and sentence level sentiment analysis;
structural semantics; etc.
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Classifiers

play a central role in 3 of the 4 languages
Previously, onClassifiers
Extending
WN…
of the NTU-MC. They have an intrinsic hierarchy and

a close relation with the nouns they modify, specially
true to sortal classifiers. Having a free tractable reIdioms)
source of classifiers and their association with nouns
207
Chengyu
Concepts
(Still
ongoing
work…)
Table 1: Corpus Size
they modify would be extremely useful to many computational linguistic tasks - e.g. generation in machine
corpus has been sentence aligned, word segtranslation. Again, taking Mandarin as an example,
ed (WS), POS tagged, and it is currently underPronouns,
Determiners
&the
Quantifiers
(come back
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later)use. Each
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linked sense
annotation using
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a new
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andTypes,
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40+synset
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And we are applying a top-down propagation based
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Mandarin
as an example,
wegender,
used
(e.g.
usage, person,
number,
politeness, etc.)
approach to associate classifiers and nominal synsets,
ord Chinese Segmenter and POS Tagger based on
taking advantage of the wordnet hierarchy (see Fig. 1).
he Chinese TreeBank (CTB) standards. Whennecessary, amendments were carried out to folThing [CL:个]
✱ Classifiers
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TB standards.
Similar choices
个
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External resource to mark concepts
Annotation Tools
Low coverage (human work)

ave currently developed two sets of annotaools that integrate with specialized views of
MW, a tool with editing access to the corpus
ase structure (e.g. to add, delete and edit sens, words and concepts), a wordnet editing intere.g. to add, delete and edit wordnet entries in
nguage) and a few other supporting tools to help
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Figure 1: Classifier Propagation.
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Classifiers as Wordnet Concepts
(a slice of cake)

(three mice)
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Classifiers (I)
There are many types of classifiers:
sortal (which classify the kind of the noun phrase they quantify);
event (which are used to quantify events);
mensural (which are used to measure the amount of some property);
group (which refer to a collection of members);
taxonomic (which force the noun phrase to be interpreted as a generic kind)

Most languages make use of some/different types of classifiers
a) a kilo of coffee (mensural classifier)
satu kilo kopi
sekilo kopi (?)
b) a school of fish (group classifiers)
satu kawanan ikan
sekawanan ikan (?)
5

literature review on the most prominent views on
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of nouns can be
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ures seem to be
classes (e.g. most languages have measure CLs,
act, since nouns
as in a kilo of coffee, or group CLs, as in a school
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t would quickly
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Classifiers (II)

(1)

$ Í ◊
liǎng zhı̌ gǒu
2
CL dog

(3)

“two dogs”
(2)

$ a ◊
liǎng tiáo gǒu
2
CL dog

$
a Ô
liǎng tiáo lù
2
CL road
“two roads”

(4)

 5⌘
sān tái diànnǎo
3 CL computer
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written
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tween the S-CL and the noun, see (2) and (3). Exeralizations on linguistic knowledge. In this patensive work on these features is provided by Gao
per, we follow the same line of thought by inte(2010) – where more than 800 classifiers (both sorgrating both a large collection of Chinese corpora
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keep track for
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used to generate CLs in MT tasks, or even to imClassifiers
some kind of semantics!
prove on Chinese Word Sense Disambiguation.
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(6)
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The remainder of this paper is structured as folyı̄ ge mùtou
lows: Section 2 presents related work, followed by
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(7)
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1 CL blockhead

Classifiers (III)

2

“a blockhead”
(8)

Related Work

Mapping CLs to semantic ontologies has been
(long, slender objects classifier)
attempted in the past (Sornlertlamvanich et al.,
1994; Bond and Paik, 2000; Paik and Bond, 2001;
Mok et al., 2012). Sornlertlamvanich et al. (1994)
is the first description of leveraging hierarchical

9 (4
yı̄ gēn mùtou
1 CL log (of wood)
“a log”
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Classifiers (IV)
the
roughly 2.5%
2.5% of
of the
the
CLs in In
Wordnet
In
the Chinese
Chinese portion
portion of
of the
the NTUMC
NTUMC corpus,
corpus, classifiers
classifiers make
make up
up roughly

words, with 260 types for 3,775 instances. We therefore decided to extend the Chinese

words,
with 260 types for 3,775 instances. We therefore decided to extend the Chinese
‘x’ Open
as part-of-speech
Wordnet (COW: Wang and Bond, 2013) with a new set of classifier concepts.
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Open Wordnet (COW: Wang and Bond, 2013) with a new set of classifier concepts.
Classifiers
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usage:
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where the
the kind
kind of
of classifier,
classifier, the
the general
general class
class of
of nouns
nouns they
they are
are used
used with,
more
“a word or
more examples
examples must
must be
be provided.
provided. All
All classifiers
classifiers link
link to
to classifier,
classifier, 06308436-n
06308436-n “a word or
morpheme
to indicate
indicate the
the
morpheme used
used in
in some
some languages
languages in
in certain
certain contexts
contexts (such
(such as
as counting)
counting) to
Chinese
S-CLs
in COWcounted item belongs.” through domain usage, also in a flat
semantic
semantic class
class to
to which
which the
the counted item belongs.” through domain usage, also in a flat
hierarchy.
They
are
not
linked
other
Indonesian
S-CLs
inlinked
WN to
Bahasa
hierarchy. They
are not
to
other words
words by
by the
the hypernymy
hypernymy relation.
relation.
So
far
we
have
included
87
Chinese
sortal
classifiers
in
COW,
collected from
from Gao
Gao
So far we have included 87 Chinese sortal classifiers in COW, collected
(2010).
Here
(2010).
Here are
are some
some examples:
examples:
2
3
280000003-x
6 80000003-x
6lemmas
6
6lemmas
6
6definition
6
6definition
6
6
6
6
4
4

3
7
7
ä (bǎ)
7
ä (bǎ)
a sortal classifier used with tools and objects with a handle, such as7
a sortal classifier used with tools and objects with a handle, such as7
7
7
a hammer, a broom, a guitar or a teapot
5
a hammer, a broom, a guitar or a teapot
5

domain usage 06308436-n (classifier)
domain usage 06308436-n (classifier)

2
280000004-x
6 80000004-x
6lemmas
6
6lemmas
6
6definition
6
6definition
6
6
6
6
4
4

3
3
7
7
9 (gēn)
7
9 (gēn)
a sortal classifier used for long slender objects, such as a banana, a7
a sortal classifier used for long slender objects, such as a banana, a7
7
pillar, a sausage or a needle
7
5
pillar, a sausage or a needle
5

domain usage 06308436-n (classifier)
domain usage 06308436-n (classifier)
We will expand this work to also include event classifiers (used to count nouns). BeWe will expand this work to also include event classifiers (used to count nouns). Because the range of things classified is very di↵erent, we do not expect to be able to share
cause the range of things classified is very di↵erent, we do not expect to be able to share
sortal classifiers across languages. However, 8the same basic structure should also be ap-

30 Indonesian S-Classifiers
batang

a sortal classifier used with long objects, such as a pencil, a tree or a river

batu

a sortal classifier used with teeth

bengkawan

a sortal classifier used with roofs

bentuk

a sortal classifier used with curvy objects, such as a ring, a bracelet or a key

bidang

a sortal classifier used with wide objects, such as a rice field, a land or a farm

biji

a sortal classifier used with small objects, such as an eyeball, a mango or a seed

bilah

a sortal classifier used with long and thin objects, such as a sword, a board or a
machete

buah

a sortal classifier used with inanimate objects, such as a ship, a country or a plan

bulir

a sortal classifier used with ears, such as a paddy or a barley

butir

a sortal classifier used with round and small objects, such as a bullet, an egg or a pearl

carik

a sortal classifier used with wide and thin paper objects, such as a paper, a letter or a
musical score

ekor

a sortal classifier used with animals, such as a tiger, a fish or a bird

eksemplar

a sortal classifier used with printed materials, such as a book, a magazine or a
newspaper

helai

a sortal classifier used with thin or soft objects, such as a paper, a cloth, a hair or a
thread

kaki

a sortal classifier used with umbrellas
9

30 Indonesian S-Classifiers
keping

a sortal classifier used with flat objects, such as a board or a coin

kuntum

a sortal classifier used with flowers, such as a rose, a hibiscus or a jasmine

labuh

a sortal classifier used with curtains

laras

a sortal classifier used with rifles

lembar

a sortal classifier used with wide and thin objects, such as a board, a paper or a cloth

lonjor

a sortal classifier used with long objects, such as a bamboo, a pipe or a log

orang

a sortal classifier used with human being, such as a man, a child or a farmer

patah

a sortal classifier used with words, such as a word

pintu

a sortal classifier used with apartments or rooms for dwelling

pucuk

a sortal classifier used with tools and objects with a pointed end, such as a needle, a
letter or a rifle

siung

a sortal classifier used with onions and garlics

unit

a sortal classifier used with objects complete with their parts, such as a vehicle, a
computer or a house

untai

a sortal classifier used with chains or strings, such as a necklace, a firecracker or a
bracelet

urat

a sortal classifier used with rattans

utas

a sortal classifier used with threadlike objects, such as a thread, a rope or a wire
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Interjections as Wordnet Concepts
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Interjections (I)
What are Interjections?

(They are hard to define!)

words or phrases
constitute a whole linguistic act
(do not combine in integrated syntactic constructions)

do not refer to events / do not have referents, but instead carry
expressive meaning
(Huddleston and Pullum, 2002)

We follow Jovanovíc (2004) and Ameka (1999), and use the term
broadly, covering plain interjections, greetings and many more…

12

act. That is they generally do not combine with other words in integrated syntactic
constructions. They do not refer to events of individuals, but instead carry expressive
meaning (Huddleston and Pullum, 2002). Following Jovanović (2004) and Ameka (1999),
we use the term broadly, covering plain interjections, greetings and many more uses,
described below.
While generally absent from semantic ontologies like the Princeton Wordnet (Fellbaum,
1998),
interjectionsare
are abundant
in many di↵erent
corpora.
In particular, any corpus that
Interjections
quite frequent
in our
corpus!
includes
direct discourse
is any
likely
to contain
interjections.
Consider the following snippet
(This
is expected
to be true in
corpus
that contains
direct speech)
from The Adventure of the Speckled Band (Conan Doyle, 1892), a short story currently
being annotated as part of the NTUMC:

Interjections (II)

(1)

a. “Ah! That is suggestive. Now, on the other side of this narrow wing runs the
corridor from which these three rooms open. There are windows in it, of course?”
b. “Yes, but very small ones. Too narrow for anyone to pass through.”
c.

”Thank you. That is quite settled” said he, rising and putting his lens in his
pocket.

d. “Hullo! Here is something interesting”
1The Adventure of the Speckled Band (Conan Doyle, 1892)
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Interjections (III)
synset
00049758-r
15119919-n
00049220-r
00049102-r
00048475-r
00048739-r
00049685-r
00049433-r
07203900-n
07229245-n
06632511-n

lemmas
now
now
now, at present
now
now, today, nowadays
immediately, at once,
right away, now, (. . . )
now
now
yes
thank you
hello, hi, hullo, howdy,
how-do-you-do

definition
indicates a change of subject or activity
the momentary present
at the present moment
used to preface a command or reproof or request
in these times
without delay or hesitation; with no time intervening
in the immediate past
in the historical present; at this point in the
narration of a series of past events
an affirmative
a conversational expression of gratitude
an expression of greeting

Table 1: Partial Sense Inventory (PWN3.0)

The available senses to tag these words are, arguably, inadequate!
When we look at the currently available sense inventory for the highlighted lemmas
E.g. (vs)1), we observe
I was that
hoping
for a
Few job
send
yous.
(Table
none
ofyes.
the available senses
arecandidates
adequate to
tagthank
the highlighted
interjections. While some of these concepts may actually seem viable, for example 07203900n to tag yes or 07229245-n to tag thank you, looking closely at their part-of-speech and
examples shows that none of these senses 14
are suitable. In this case, both are nominal

slightly confusing which were the lexicographer’s intentions. Table 3 shows three hyponyms
of the concept 06629392-n, defined as acknowledgment or expression of goodwill at parting.
Though not entirely clear, the nominal part-of-speech and the absence of other similar
senses leads us to believe that these senses were also introduced in PWN for situations
similar to the following example: Her good-mornings/good-afternoons/good-nights
There
are and
at least
two interjections in PWN!
were hasty
mumbled.

Interjections (IV)

synset
00150351-r
00049889-r

lemmas
right, right on
now now

definition
an interjection expressing agreement
interjection of rebuke

Table 2:the
Existing
Interjections (PWN3.0)
And some places where
lexicographer’s
intentions are unclear!
Therefore, currently,
insufficiently represented in PWN. Interjections
synset
lemmas interjections are definition
should,
at least,
be treated
a way they
can be easily expression
distinguished
otherornon06632671-n
morning,
goodinmorning
a conventional
of from
greeting
interjective senses.
farewell, used to wish someone a good mornIn our e↵orts to enrich Wordnet with aing
new class of interjective senses, we followed the
broad
sense of afternoon,
interjection good
as defined,
by Ameka
(1999). of
Thisgreeting
broader or
sense
06632807-n
after-foraexample,
conventional
expression
captures many kinds of words and expressions. For example, those used:
noon
farewell, used to wish someone a good afternoon
• to express emotions such as surprise,
disgust, etc. (e.g. wow, ugh, yuk, gosh, . . . )
06632947-n
good night
a conventional expression of farewell

Table 3: Ambiguous Concepts (PWN3.0)
2 as acknowledgment or expression of goodwill at parting.
All three hyponyms of the concept 06629392-n, defined
Her good-mornings/good-afternoons/good-nights
were(e.g.
hastyhello,
and mumbled.
(?!) goodbye,
• in greetings,
leave-taking, thanking, apologizing, etc.
thank you,
...)
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Interjections (V)
What does our broad sense of interjections include?
expressions of emotion, such as surprise, disgust, etc.
(e.g. wow, ugh, yuk, gosh, …)

expressions used in greetings, leave-taking, thanking, apologizing, etc.
(e.g. hello, thank you, goodbye, …)

expressions used for swearing
(e.g. damn, shit, bite me, …)

expressions used in responding
(e.g. yes, no, OK, yeah, you bet, …)

and a long range of onomatopoeias
(e.g. hush, boo, meow, oink, …)

16

Interjections (VI)

Interjections in Wordnet
21 Classes of Expressive Interjections (Jovanovic, 2004) merged into 12 Classes
Defined other major classes, enforcing only near synonymy between senses
‘x’ as part-of-speech
definition with the form “an expression that is uttered …”
domain usage: utterance (07109847-n)
enrich this flatter hierarchy with links to other existing concepts (when possible)

17

Number of senses

336

Interjections
(VII)
Table 4: Interjective Senses

Whenever possible, we enrich this flatter hierarchy with links to other existing concepts
(e.g. good night is linked to 15167474-n, night, the period spent sleeping). We give two
examples
here:
2
3
80000001-x (general greeting)

6
6lemmas
6
6
6
6
6definition
6
6
6
6domain usage
4

aloha, ciao, g’day, good day, hallo, halloa, halloo, hallow, hello, hi,7
7
7
howdy, hullo, ’sup
7
7
an expression that is uttered as a general greeting, regardless of the7
7
7
time of day
7
7
15167474-n (utterance)
5
06630017-n (greeting)

6
6lemmas
6
6
6definition
6
6
6
6domain usage
4

7
checkmate, mate
7
an expression that is uttered during a game of chess to declare that7
7
7
7
the final winning move has taken place
7
7
15167474-n (utterance)
5
00167764-n (checkmate)

see also

2

7

3

80000002-x (checkmate)

see also

7

We have worked through roughly half of the data provided by Jovanović (2004), there
is a long tail of very specific synsets (like checkmate or tally-ho). We’re still working
through the big class of onomatopoeias and other specific interjections, but they were left
out of this first batch of additions because they require some work to create individual
concepts with detailed definitions and relations.
18

Interjections (VIII)
Concept
Surprise, Wonder
Pity, Sorrow
Joy, Pleasure
Anger, Annoyance, Irritation
Approval, Triumph, Enthusiasm
Contempt, Disgust, Impatience
Pain
Sympathy
Delight
Fear
Relief
Encouragement
Attention-Seeking
Toasting
General Greetings
Morning Greetings
Afternoon Greetings
Night Greetings
General Farewells
Night Farewells
Checkmate
Number of senses

Senses
58
19
17
41
10
59
7
2
11
3
2
16
36
10
13
2
2
2
21
5
2
336

There is a big long tail of specific synsets…
(e.g. checkmate or tally-ho)
And the same for onomatopoeias …

Our current data is mainly for English
Chinese, Japanese and Bahasa soon!

Table 4: Interjective Senses
19

Multilingual sources:
omniglot.com
Wiktionary.

Next time you’re surprised…
ah!

golly!

humph!

so!

alack!

good!

indeed!

son of a bitch!

blimey!

goodness!

jiminy!

the devil!

boy!

gosh!

lord!

upon my soul!

caramba!

gracious!

man!

upon my word!

coo!

ha!

mercy!

well!

cor!

heck!

my!

what!

crazy!

heigh!

nu!

whoof!

dear!

heigh-ho!

od!

whoosh!

dear me!

hey!

oh!

why!

deuce!

heyday!

oh no!

wow!

doggone!

ho!

oho!

yow!

gad!

hollo!

phew!

zounds!

gee!

hoo-ha!

say!

gee-whiz!

huh!

shit!
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Future Work / Discussion
Future Work (pondering)
Titles
Modals

Prepositions
Conjunctions

Sharing resources
Do you have/know of resources to could help us add interjections, titles,
prepositions or conjunctions to Wordnet Bahasa?
Wish-lists / Reticences ?
What other classes of concepts you like to see added to WN Bahasa?
(or Wordnets in general?)
Do any of these expansions worry you in any way?

Luís Morgado da Costa - 2016.01.16
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凡土研, Nanyang Technological University
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Extending Wordnet:
The Never-ending Story…

Thank You!

Luís Morgado da Costa - 2016.01.16

凡土研, Nanyang Technological University
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